Thank you for auditioning for

KINKY BOOTS

on NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE

ROLE: MR. PRICE

Initial Call please prepare:
- 16 bars of a pop song. No musical theater
- *Most Beautiful Thing in the World*
- Mr. Price Side 1 – You Might think beauty comes in spring...
- Mr. Price Side 2 – Your life, your future is right here in this factory

If you are called back please prepare:
- *Most Beautiful Thing in the World*
- Mr. Price Side 1 – You Might think beauty comes in spring...
- Mr. Price Side 2 – Your life, your future is right here in this factory

INSTRUCTIONS:
Be sure to bring your picture and resume, otherwise we will not have one in the room.

NOTE:
Please be familiar with all sides in case the team asks to hear something more!

Thanks so much!

W | S Casting
MR PRICE addresses YOUNG CHARLIE...

START

MR PRICE
YOU MIGHT THINK BEAUTY COMES IN SPRING AND SPARROW
OR WHEN THE SUNRISE HITS THE MORNING DEW
BUT IF YOU WALK THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW
YOU'LL FIND THE ELEGANCE AND COMFORT IS A...

Do you know what the most beautiful thing in the world is, Charlie?

YOUNG CHARLIE

A shoe.

MR PRICE

A shoe.

The FACTORY is revealed. WORKERS go about their routines...

MR PRICE (cont’d)

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING IN THE WORLD
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING IN THE WORLD,
CHARLIE THAT I KNOW,
I KNOW.

MR PRICE

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING IN THE WORLD
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING IN THE WORLD,

MR PRICE (CONT’D)

CHARLIE IT’S BEAUTIFUL.

THE BOY addresses his FATHER with dismay...

YOUNG CHARLIE

But what if I don’t want to make shoes?

MR PRICE

You’re a right funny kid, you are.

STOP
CHARLIE rejoins MR PRICE. They are in mid argument...

START

MR PRICE
Your life, your future is right here in this factory. You belong here.

CHARLIE
No, I belong with Nicola in London.

MR PRICE
No, you belong here.

CHARLIE hands his father a glass of champagne.

CHARLIE
Will you toast my journey?

MR PRICE
But, to leave your family and home for a job shopping in London...

CHARLIE (Amused)
Marketing. Richard Bailey has offered Nicola and me positions marketing real estate.

MR PRICE
You’re breaking my heart, Charlie.

CHARLIE
To you, Dad.

MR PRICE
Shoes can protect a man’s journey, but only his heart can choose the path. And so a toast to our own Charlie. May you never fail to point your shoes back home.

STOP
MR. PRICE: “Do you know what the most beautiful thing in the world is, Charlie?”

YOUNG CHARLIE: “A shoe.”

MR. PRICE: “A shoe.” [GO ON]

You might think beauty comes in spring and sparrow, or when the

sunrise hits the morning dew. But if you walk the straight and

narrow you’ll find the elegance and comfort is a...

The most
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The Most Beautiful Thing In The World [MR. PRICE AUDITION]

beau-ti-ful thing in the world____ The most beau-ti-ful thing in the world____ Char-lie that
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I know____ the most beau-ti-ful thing in the world____ The most
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YOUNG CHARLIE: But what if I don't want to make shoes?

MR PRICE: You're a right funny kid, you are.

beau-ti-ful thing in the world____ Char-lie it's beau-ti-ful___
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